MINOR IN LATINA/O STUDIES
ADVISING SHEET

STUDENT’S NAME ____________________________ PID# ____________________

STUDENT’S EMAIL ______________________ PHONE# ____________________

REQUIREMENT TERM (RT) ____________________

MINOR IN LATINA/O STUDIES (5 courses, 15 credits required)

• One (1) HUM/Fine Arts Core Course in Latina/o literatures and cultural production chosen from AAAD 284; DRAM 288, 487, 488; ENGL 265, 267*, 359, 364*, 465, 467*, 665, 666, 685; HIST 241, 561, 574; MUSC 147; RELI 245; SPAN 389, 398; WMST 211*, 233, 465*

COURSE ___________________________ SEMESTER/YEAR TAKEN __________

• One (1) SS course or Latina/o communities and cultural space chosen from AAAD 278, 290, 340; ANTH 130; GEOG 56 (first-year students only), 423, 452; JOMC 443; ENGL 467*, WMST 211*, 465*

COURSE ___________________________ SEMESTER/YEAR TAKEN __________

• Three (3) elective courses chosen from the lists above or from AAAD 260 or DRAM 486.

1. HUM ELECTIVE _______________________ SEMESTER/YEAR TAKEN ________

2. SS ELECTIVE ________________________ SEMESTER/YEAR TAKEN ________

3. ELECTIVE ___________________________ SEMESTER/YEAR TAKEN ________

*These course count for either humanities or social sciences

For more information, please visit: http://lsp.unc.edu/latino-studies-minor/requirements/

Contact us
María DeGuzmán, Program Director | deguzman@email.unc.edu
Meleena Gil, Program Assistant | meleena.gil77@unc.edu